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Abstract—In this paper, authors discuss application level
interfaces for Software Defined Networks. While the Application
Programming Interfaces for the interaction with the hardware
are widely described in Software Defined Networks, the software
interfaces for applications received far less attention. However, it
is obvious that interfaces to software applications are very
important. Actually, application level interfaces should be one of
the main elements in Software Defined Networks. It is a core
feature. In this article, we want to discuss the issues of
standardization of software interfaces for applications in
Software Defined Networks area. Nowadays, there are several
examples of unified Application Program Interfaces in the
telecommunications area. Is it possible to reuse this experience
for Software Defined Networks or Software Defined Networks
standards are radically different? This is the main question
discussed in this paper.
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Actually, this ecosystem is the main promise of SDN. It is what
SDN networks are for. The idea is to create an intermediate
level independent from equipment vendors. In this case,
Network Operators can quickly modify or customize their
network control through the application API.
Basically, anyone who wants to develop network
applications is the potential user for Northbound API. Of
course, the question is to propose a common API on this level.
Otherwise, developers will face many different proposals from
the vendors. There will be no portability, as well as no way to
create „application store‟ for network programming.

interface;

INTRODUCTION

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a paradigm that
separates network‟s control logic from the underlying hardware
(e.g., routers, switches etc.). SND paradigm promotes the
centralization of network control and ability to program the
network. It let introduce new abstractions, simplify the network
management, and simplify the application programming. Most
authors highlight two basic moments for this paradigm:
the abstraction of the network logic from hardware
implementation – network logic is a software;
the separation of a control panel and network forwarding
SDN assumes the presence of network controller that
coordinates the above-mentioned tasks.
So, SDN concept, by the definition, is based on the various
programming interfaces. Actually, SDN controller is a bunch
of programming interfaces by itself. In Figure 1, we present the
classical model for SDN.
In this paper, we will discuss so-called northbound API.
This open entity enables the network application ecosystem.

Fig. 1. SDN APIs [1]

Originally, many different sets of northbound APIs are
emerging [2]. Currently, more than 20 different SDN
controllers are available -- all featuring different northbound
APIs. And the Open Networking Foundation (ONF), a
consortium dedicated to promoting and commercializing SDN,
is studying their variation and why they're all so different [3].
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One possible reason is that requirements for a northbound
API vary, depending on the needs of the applications and
orchestration systems above it. It complicates the collaboration
on common API. Actually, one popular opinion is based on
ideas to collect market feedback (responses from the
developers) first. It makes sense because many programming
standards (and Northbound API is about programming only)
are based on de-facto approaches, adopted by the majority of
developers. For example, as per ONF vision, “the northbound
API is a software interface inside a server, and API standards
generally emerge from the market, not necessarily from a
committee” [4].
The Architecture and Framework Working Group in ONF,
originally, set three goals for the Northbound API
development:
1) to collect use cases for the Northbound API;
2) to collect a list of examples of the Northbound API and
perform some sort of reverse engineering. The goal is to
explore what applications do, describe their data model, and
what they require from SDN controller;
3) to provide recommendations to industry on required
actions.
At this moment, there is no “standard” document that will
describe the common requirements to Northbound (application
level) API. Typically, a Northbound interface abstracts the
low-level instruction sets used by Southbound interfaces to
program forwarding devices. Probably, application level
interface is the less elaborated area in SDN world [5]. As per
this review, most of the existing solutions are either some adhoc (proprietary) API or a pure REST API. Authors conclude
that it is unlikely that a single Northbound interface emerges as
the winner, as the requirements for different network
applications are quite different. One possible path of evolution
for Northbound APIs are vertically-oriented proposals, before
any type of standardization occurs. It is discussed in section 2.
The whole idea of this paper is to discuss the need for
application level API for SDN, as well as the possible model
for such standard. There are several attempts to create a unified
application level program interfaces for telecommunication
services. Because this area is very close to SDN, it would be
interesting to discuss re-usage of the telecom experience (in the
terms of APIs) for SDN. Potentially, it could save a lot of
resources (at the first hand, a time for training of developers). It
is the main motivation for this paper.
SDN model introduces many new concepts. So, the
standardization for SDN is a multi-aspect problem too. In the
subsequent sections, the related works in the various aspects of
SDN stadardization have been discussed.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present the short history of common APIs. In Section 3, we
discuss Network Functions Virtualization. In Section 4, we will
talk about the Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) and
Representational State Transfer (REST) in SDN. In Section 5,
we discuss the possible sources for Northbound API
requirements. Section 6 presents the discussion. The key
question is: what should be included in basic requirements for

application level API and how can we reuse existing unified
APIs?
II.

ON TELECOM STANDARDS FOR APPLICATION LEVEL
API

Probably, the most notable example of application-level
API in the area very close to SDN was Parlay. Parlay (Parlay
X) is an attempt to present common application level API in
telecom world [6]. The main idea behind the Parlay is to
combine service delivery mechanisms for network-centric
communications (intelligent network) and service delivery
approaches in the enterprise world. By enabling access to
network capabilities via an API, any solution provider
(independent software vendor) can produce new applications
that add value to functionality resident in communications
networks. The Parlay API hides the basic network complexity
(e.g., signaling capability), but is still able present indirect
access to them to enterprise applications and maintain the
security level like Network Operators do. This can be achieved
by creating an API that resides between the application layer
and the service component layer (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. The Parlay API [7]

The basic principles for API are very transparent:
1) The Parlay API is about programming interface, rather
than wire-protocols.
2) The Parlay API should be network independent.
3) End-to-end security.
4) Manageability support. It is the ability to manage the
operation and provision of the API.
5) Simplicity. It should be easy to use for software
developers.
6) Extensibility. The idea was to expand the API in a
series of phases.
At the first hand, it looks very similar to SDN conception.
It the main reason we choose Parlay API for the comparison. It
is absolutely the same idea – separate a logic and hardware,
convert logical part into pure software services. Actually, even
the target areas (developers) are similar. In some sense, a
Parlay-related movement in programming was even bigger,
because there are more developers of telecom services, rather
than programmers for network management systems. So, in our
opinion, the lessons from Parlay development (end especially,
from Parlay failure) could be used for SDN Northbound APIs.
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Let us see the components (parts of API) in Parlay [8].
They are vertical oriented:

volume servers, switches, and storage, which could be located
in Data-Centers, Network Nodes and in the end user premises.

1) Call Control APIs. It is how to setup and control of
connections
2) User Interaction APIs. It is how to send SMS, how to
recognize tones, etc. So, they are pure telecom services.
3) Terminal Capabilities API. It is again pure telecomrelated services: how to query to terminal capabilities.
4) Connectivity Management API. It is a common API for
Quality of Services (QoS).
5) User Status APIs. In practice, it is how to get a status of
a mobile terminal.
6) Data Session Control and Account management. It is
about billing and tariffs.
The main conclusion is very transparent. It is an attempt to
present a standard for applied services in the telecom world.
The key word here is “applied”. The Parlay API was developed
with some model for applied services in mind. The Parlay API
assumes (proposes) some model for applied services and
supports this model with the standard API. Applied services
target the end users, at the first hand. Let us see the typical use
cases, presented in [7]: services like „Buddy List‟, „Locationbased ads‟, m-commerce, and „Scheduler service using
Outlook‟, etc. Each of the particular API could be a plain
REST, but it is a vertically oriented solution.

NFV is highly complementary to SDN, but not dependent
on it (or vice-versa). NFV can be implemented without any
SDN being required, although the two concepts and solutions
can be combined. The approaches relying on the separation of
the control and data forwarding planes as proposed by SDN
can enhance performance, simplify compatibility with existing
deployments, and facilitate operation and maintenance
procedures. In the same time, NFV is able to support SDN by
providing the infrastructure upon which the SDN software can
be run [12].

In the case of SDN, the original model for application level
API has no problem-oriented divisions. It is a conceptual
difference. The question here is very obvious. Shall we talk
about different types of SDN applications and originally
present Northbound API as a collection of problem-oriented
APIs? We see that some like this is mentioned in open-source
SDN development [9], but have not seen practical results in
direction.

Virtualized Applications. The typical example is virtualized
data storage.

III.

ON STANDARDS FOR NETWORK FUNCTIONS
VIRTUALIZATION

The ONF is working closely with a group of service
providers behind Network Functions Virtualization (NFV). The
goal is to use Northbound APIs to build top layers for virtual
appliances [10].
The NFV was created by a consortium of service providers.
It is an attempt to speed up a deployment of new network
services.
In
the
basic
NFV
paper,
European
Telecommunications Standards Institute described the basic
ideas behind NFV [11]. Network Operators‟ networks are
populated with a large and increasing variety of proprietary
hardware appliances. It increases the cost of launching new
network services. Moreover, hardware-based appliances
rapidly reach an end of life, requiring much of the procuredesign-integrate-deploy cycle to be repeated with little or no
revenue benefit. NFV aims to address these problems by
leveraging standard IT virtualization technology to consolidate
many network equipment types onto industry standard high

So, SDN Application API should be able to play a role of
application API in NFV. It means that the area of applications
is firmly bounded. It is networking. The typical areas for NFV
are:
Virtual Switching. In this case, physical ports are connected
to virtual ports on virtual servers. VPN gateways could be
virtualized too.
Virtualized Network Appliances. For example, firewalls
could be virtualized.
Virtualized Network Services. The typical examples of the
virtualized services are network monitoring tools, load
balancers, SSL accelerators.

In our opinion, this classification could be used for the
problem-oriented splitting for developers API (see Section 2).
NFV by its nature is “close” to the applied application
development and Northbound API can borrow ideas from here.
IV.

ON REST MODEL AS STANDARDS BASE FOR SDN APIS

According to the fundamental review [5], devoted to SDN,
most of the programming interfaces for SDN are based on
REST protocol. The conception of programmability is also
evolving and is not the pure REST in the case of SDN.
Actually, the word „Northbound‟ for SDN API could be also
outdated [13]. Instead of Northbound and Southbound, ONF
uses terms data interface and application interface. It could be
strange because application interfaces could be data program
interfaces too [14]. But this naming (terminology) is not so
interesting comparing with the new model based on
RESTCONF [15]. There are several new acronyms that we
would like to present here: NETCONF, YANG, RESTCONF,
TOSCA.
In general, all of them are about describing data for the
calls in REST model.
The Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) [16]
provides mechanisms to install, manipulate and delete the
configuration of network devices. It uses an Extensible Markup
Language (XML)-based data encoding for the configuration
data as well as the protocol messages.
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}
leaf duplex {
type string;
}
}
And here is NETCONF XML:
<interface>
<interface-name>TenGigabitEthernet
name>

Fig. 3. NETCONF layers [17]

1/0/1</login-

<speed>10Gbps</speed>
The NETCONF protocol operations are realized as remote
procedure calls (RPCs). NETCONF supports devices with
multiple configuration datastores. Furthermore, we can also
subscribe to notifications or perform other Remote Procedure
Calls (RPCs) using NETCONF (Figure 3).
YANG is a data modeling language used to model
configuration and state data manipulated by the Network
Configuration Protocol (NETCONF), NETCONF remote
procedure calls, and NETCONF notifications [18]. As per the
specification, YANG is a language used to model data for the
NETCONF protocol. A YANG module defines a hierarchy of
data that can be used for NETCONF-based operations,
including configuration, state data, Remote Procedure Calls,
and notifications. This allows a complete description of all
data sent between a NETCONF client and server (Figure 4).

<duplex>full</duplex>
</user>
<interface>
<interface-name>TenGigabitEthernet
name>

1/0/2</login-

<speed>10Gbps</speed>
<duplex>full</duplex>
</user>
RESTCONF is a model describes a REST-like protocol that
provides a programmatic interface over HTTP for accessing
data defined in YANG, using the datastores defined in
NETCONF [19].
As per RESTCONF specification, the NETCONF protocol
defines configuration datastores and a set of Create, Retrieve,
Update, Delete (CRUD) operations that can be used to access
these datastores. CRUD operation is a standard programming
approach for databases. The YANG language defines the
syntax and semantics of datastore content, operational data,
protocol operations, and notification events.
REST-like
operations are used to access the hierarchical data within a
datastore. So, it is a mapping from NETCONF‟s CRUD
operations to HTTP requests.

Fig. 4. NETCONF and YANG

YANG models the hierarchical organization of data as a
tree in which each node has a name, and either a value or a set
of child nodes. YANG provides clear and concise descriptions
of the nodes, as well as the interaction between those nodes.
Here is the typical YANG description:
list interface {
key "interface-name";
leaf interface-name {
type string;
}
leaf speed {
type string;

What does it mean for SND API? It means a new trend for
programmability and APIs for SDN controllers, based on
RESTCONF. NETCONF and YANG describe the devices
(virtualized devices) and REST (RESTCONF) could be used
for access (Figure 5).
OpenDayLight (Open Source SDN controller [20])
proposes a list of Northbound interfaces. Let us see it [21]:
1) Top-Level Inventory: list of all nodes known to the
controller.
2) OpenFlow Nodes: extends the top-level inventory node
with OF-specific features that allow retrieving and
programming of OF-specific states, such as ports, tables,
flows, etc.
3) Topology. Base Topology: list of all topologies
known to the controller.
4) BGP routing configuration.
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REST will be the prevailing model. But we can make the
following important conclusion. Intent-based interface, in
general, does not assume the unified model for all devices. So,
we should talk, probably, about different NBIs for various
SDN controllers.
Technically, building a robust application is not about
splitting up their code into smaller services, but instead
understanding the connections between these services. So, the
connectivity between APIs is more important. And this fact
requires a new set of development tools. As an example, we
could mention PANE SDN controller [25]. The controller
provides an API that allows applications to dynamically add
autonomously request network resources. PANE includes a
compiler and verification engine to ensure that bandwidth
requests do not exceed the limits set by the administrator
and to avoid starvation, i.e., other applications shall not be
impaired by new resource requests [5].
Fig. 5. OpenDayLight model [20]

In other words, it is a very specific networking APIs. In our
opinion, the vertical splitting (according to applications area
like the above-mentioned list borrowed from telecom world)
should be more suitable.
TOSCA is Topology and Orchestration Specification for
Cloud Applications [22]. TOSCA should facilitate the creation
cloud applications and services. TOSCA provides mechanisms
to control workflows, describe relationships and dependencies
between resources. TOSCA and YANG can be used together.
E,g., in some IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) configuration
the cloud components (compute and storage) could be
described by TOSCA. And the connectivity service and
networking equipment in the network would be described by
YANG.
In other words, all these components bring nothing to
Northbound API. All these components are various forms of
top-level meta-data and nothing more.
V.

ON REQUIREMENTS FOR SDN API

In 2013, the Open Networking Foundation (ONF)
established a working group to focus on the Northbound
Interfaces (NBI). One of ideas, proposed by this group was the
conception of “scopes” for APIs. It is based on the idea that
different applications would require the different granularity
(levels of abstraction) from API. ONF‟s papers use the term
“latitude” [23].
One thing that is missed in the above-mentioned NBI paper
is resource sharing. As soon as we separate our architecture on
levels we need to some arbitrage for resources too. Otherwise,
every application will command all the controller‟s resources.
The next idea we‟ve discovered from NBI paper is an
intent-based interface. Technically, such kind of interfaces
should be focused on what the application or service needs,
rather than the commands to change the status. Intent-based
interfaces are more natural for programmers because they do
not need to study a new set of commands. Technically, intentbased interfaces have a natural support in the form of web
intents. We‟ve used them in M2M projects [24], but it looks
like now this direction is closed by Google. So, it looks like the

Top-level classification for NBI could be borrowed from
telecom applications. For example, we should follow to [26,
27] and define the following classes:
Model API
Interfaces and objects comprising the domain model. For
example the devices, ports, network topology, and related
information about the discovered network environment.
Control API
Interfaces to access the modeled entities, control their lifecycles and in general to provide the basis for the product
features to interact with each other.
Communications API
Interfaces which define the outbound forms of interactions
to control, monitor, and discover the network environment.
Health Service API
Allows an application to report its health to the controller
and listen to health events from the controller and other
applications.
VI.

THE DISCUSSION

Comparing SDN user cases and Parlay. Let us return to the
original ONF‟s plans and describe the potential use cases for
Northbound (Application) SDN API. In general, we present the
following uses cases for SDN [28]:
1) Cloud Orchestration
Traditionally, networks and servers were managed
separately and independently. SDN is a proper way to
integrate management of both network and cloud frameworks.
It is, actually, what SDN are for. And for 3-rd party software
applications, the API behind SDN is the natural way to get
access to the abstracted hardware [29].
2) Load Balancing
Online services, e.g., search engines and web portals, are
often replicated on multiple hosts in a data center for
efficiency. The load balancer dispatches client requests to a
selected service replica based on certain metrics such as server
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load. With SDN, the load balancing can be integrated within
any element in the network.
3) Monitoring and Measurement
It is a yet another classical task for SDN. We can perform
network monitoring operations and measurements without any
additional equipment. Also, the monitoring can be integrated
with any network element.
4) Routing
The idea is very similar to load balancing. The routing
services can be virtualized and implemented via programming
modules [30].
5) Network Management and QoS
With SDN, it is very easy to build a centralized solution for
traffic analysis, for example. SDN software can analyze traffic
patterns as well as a quality of services.
As we see, all the above-mentioned tasks are specific
network applications. There is almost nothing common
(probably, except management and QoS) with applications for
telecom. Parlay (in telecom world) offers (indirectly) some
model for the possible services. The key idea for SDN could be
shortly described as integration. SDN is about the integration
of networking into 3-rd party applications.
This conclusion has a direct implication to the possible
solutions for Northbound API. Without Network Functions
Virtualization, something conceptually similar to Parlay
cannot be expected. Actually, just a list of the various technical
APIs with the simple form for 3-rd party integration could be
provided here.
REST and meta-data. In this sense, the idea of RESTCONF
looks more promising. REST API are easy to use, they are
simple and very understandable for the developers. As per [5],
most of the existing SDN program interfaces are REST-based.
But with REST APIs (in general) programmers will face
another issue. In practice, REST is missing meta-data [31]. Let
us see one example from Neutron API (OpenStack) [32]. The
request is a typical REST:
GET /v2.0/networks?limit=2
Accept: application/json
And here is a response (part of it):
{ "networks":[ {
"status":"ACTIVE",
"subnets":[
"a318fcb4-9ff0-4485-b78c-9e6738c21b26"
],
"name":"private",
"admin_state_up":true,
"tenant_id":"625887121e364204873d362b553ab171",
"id":"9d83c053-b0a4-4682-ae80-c00df269ce0a",
"shared":false
}]}
REST approach proposes the uniform interface. It means
that all resources present the same interface to clients. And it is
one of the reasons for REST popularity.
SOA and meta-data. Alternatively, the Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) approach (where the REST is from) may

offer personalized interfaces for the different resources [33].
The whole SOA model often compared with REST is based on
the idea that different services have different interfaces. It
means, immediately, that we need to provide the definition for
used interfaces. Indeed, the definition of the services is a key
part of SOA. For example, Web Service Definition Language
(WSDL) [34] is a part of SOA specification. A WSDL
definition of a Web Service defines operations in terms of their
underlying input and output messages. Unlike this, REST is
based on the self-described messages. WSDL defines the form
of the data that accompany the messages in SOA. REST does
not provide this information. In other words, SOA has got a
rich set of metadata.
On meta-data for REST. The problem with meta-data
support is very transparent. Let us see the above-mentioned
Neutron API example. How the developers can get information
(“get” means programmatically discovery) about the following
elements:
HTTP command (it is GET in this case)
URI (it is /v2.0/networks)
Output formats (it is JSON)
Version (it is 2.0 in this case)
Optional and mandatory parameters (it is limit=2)?
There are no ways to discover this information
programmatically in the modern implementations of REST
approach. The key work here is “programmatically”. The
typical model for REST-based API deployment includes the
“manual” consulting (reading) with the API manual. So,
without the metadata, there is no way to automate
programming [35]. That is why we can conclude that metadata
for Northbound API (application API) is a key problem.
Another classical example is network management. With
SNMP [36], an application can programmatically detect new
devices and their features. It is a classical example of meta-data
deployment.
VII. THE CONCLUSION
As the conclusion of this review, the following suggestions
have been made. Unified API for NBI is unlikely. This
conclusion is based on the fact that SDN NBI API is not
designed to solve applied-level problems. In SDN model, NFV
works on an application level. In the same time, we can reuse
some developments from telecommunication APIs for SDF.
Firstly, in our opinion, the classification for NBI API could be
and should be unified. This classification could be directly
borrowed from the telecommunications API.
But inside of top-level classes (and this is important in our
proposal), the effort should not be focused on developing a
common API. The efforts should be concentrated on the search
for a unified approach to the description of the APIs. In other
words, in our opinion, the developers need unified metadata
description, rather than unified API. In practice, this conclusion
proposes a fix for meta-data in REST APIs.
The main use cases for NBI applications are the integration
and analysis of traffic. These applications should be automated.
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It is what NBI APIs are for. But the basis for automating the
programming is exactly the meta-data. And the harmonization
of metadata is, in our opinion, the main task.
Of course, the lack of meta-data in REST model is not a
specific SDN problem. As we stated above, it is a payment for
REST model simplicity. But the network programming
(network management, for example) really requires automated
solutions. And REST programming cannot be automated
without some form of meta-data. In this connection, we can
conclude that the real problem for application level API in
SDN is the way for describing meta-data. In this connection,
RESTCONF approach looks promising. It has meta-data for
network elements. The question is how to expand this
information to REST API. In our opinion, it is what
Northbound (or Application level) API standardization should
be about.
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